Figure S1 (related to Experimental Procedures).
Illumina ultra-deep sequencing coverage throughout the VSV genome.
The total final coverage after quality control is shown in red and the coverage for each PCR replicate is shown in black. Since the 3'-and 5'-end primer sequences were removed during the read quality control, the base coverage at the extreme sites of the VSV genome is lowest. Figure S2 (related to Experimental Procedures). Accuracy of Illumina ultra-deep sequencing for detecting low-frequency SNPs. The distribution of SNP population frequencies is shown for a control DNA consisting of a purified E. coli plasmid, which can be regarded as genetically homogeneous in the context of the present study given low mutation rate of the bacterium compared to VSV. Therefore, SNPs detected in the plasmid provide the effective sequencing error rate. Based on this, a 0.1% detection limit was chosen to detect sequence variants in the inoculum. 
